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is: You will not sneeze: that is what I wish. W. remains, but
will becomes would to give the remoteness always connected
with wish, which is seen also, for instance, in / wish I were
instead of / wish I be.
Before going on to examples of substantival clauses, we also
register, again rather for the curious than for the practical
reader, the peculiar but common use of should contained in the
following:
It is not strange that his admiration for those writers should have
been unbounded.—macaulay.
In this use should goes through all persons and is equivalent
to a gerund with possessive: that a man should be is the same as
a man's being. We can only guess at its origin; our guess is
that (i) should is the remote form for shall, as would for will in
d. above, substituted in order to give an effect of generality;
and (2) the use of shall is the archaic one seen in You
shall find, &c. So: a man shall be afraid of his shadow; that a
man should be afraid (as a generally observed fact) is strange.
After each of the substantival clauses, of which examples
now follow, we shall say whether it is a reported (subordinated)
statement, or question, and give what we take to be the original
form of the essential words, even when further comment is
unnecessary.
Examples of Sh. and W. in Substantival clauses.
Right.
You, my dear, believe you shall be unhappy, if you have Mr. Solmes:
your parents think the contrary; and that you will be undoubtedly so,
were you to have Mr. Lovelace.—richardson.
Statement. The original of the first is I shall be; of the second,
she will be. In this and the next three the strictly analogical
form that wre recommended is kept.
I have heard the Princess declare that she should not willingly die in
a crowd.—johnson.
Statement. I should not.

